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Tick for ACOLA’s research training reform
proposals

The federal government has tied up loose ends in its reforms to the research training system,
formerly accepting all six recommendations from a 2015 review by the Australian Council
of Learned Academies — although most have already been implemented.

The review, which reported in April this year, found that more flexible entry arrangements
and scholarships were needed for higher degree by research students.

It also called for new measures to encourage industry to collaborate with universities and
HDR students; increased weighting for indigenous HDR completions in research funding
formulas; and better statistical monitoring of HDR completions, satisfaction and career
outcomes.

In a response announced today, the government accepted all of these proposals and said they
were already being addressed through separate mechanisms.

These included a National Innovation and Science Agenda program; recently announced
reforms to research block grants; the expansion of the Australian Mathematical Sciences
Institute’s internship program; and recent improvements to the Quality Indicators for
Learning and Teaching data collection.

The only new action will be the formation of a working group to support the implementation
of the review’s proposals. A spokesman for Education Minister Simon Birmingham said the
new group would have a co-ordinating role.

The government has won widespread praise for its handling of the research training reforms.
However, graduate studies deans have complained of impossibly short time frames in
implementing the changes to block grant funding.
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FROM THE HOMEPAGE
FBI will not charge Clinton over emails

BYRON TAU
The FBI’s review of new emails did not uncover any wrongdoing by Democratic presidential
nominee Hillary Clinton.
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HRC has ‘harmed its credibility’
ROSIE LEWIS
PoliticsNow: Malcolm Turnbull has hit out at the Human Rights Commission for pursuing its case
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PoliticsNow: Malcolm Turnbull has hit out at the Human Rights Commission for pursuing its case
against uni students.

End ‘human rights industry’
JENNIFER ORIEL
The AHRC has become an activist body with no useful purpose.
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Ministers push PM for 18C action
DAVID CROWE, RACHEL BAXENDALE
Cabinet ministers are pressing for action to defend free speech after the Federal Circuit Court
threw out a racial hatred case.
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HSU fat cat milks maternity pay
BRAD NORINGTON
HSU chief who cashed out 12 weeks’ maternity leave as a salary top-up has been accused of
damaging the entitlement.
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